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Abstract

Jersey number recognition is an important task in sports
video analysis, partly due to its importance for long-term
player tracking. It can be viewed as a variant of scene
text recognition. However, there is a lack of published
attempts to apply scene text recognition models on jersey
number data. Here we introduce a novel public jersey num-
ber recognition dataset for hockey and study how scene text
recognition methods can be adapted to this problem. We
address issues of occlusions and assess the degree to which
training on one sport (hockey) can be generalized to an-
other (soccer). For the latter, we also consider how jersey
number recognition at the single-image level can be aggre-
gated across frames to yield tracklet-level jersey number
labels. We demonstrate high performance on image- and
tracklet-level tasks, achieving 91.4% accuracy for hockey
images and 87.4% for soccer tracklets. Code, models, and
data are available at https://github.com/mkoshkina/jersey-
number-pipeline.

1. Introduction
Jersey number recognition is an important task in sports
video understanding and automated game analysis. One of
the reasons it is so important is that sports video understand-
ing depends fundamentally upon long-term tracking (over
many minutes, i.e., many thousands of frames) of individual
players. Since players on the same team are dressed to look
almost identical, the jersey number is a very precious fea-
ture that can serve to disambiguate tracks, especially across
frames in which players become tightly clustered, as is com-
mon in many team sports.

Jersey number recognition can be a very challenging
task, as the jersey number is typically only clearly visible
on a minority of frames, and motion blur, body pose vari-
ations, projective distortions, occlusions, and folds in the
jersey material causing complex distortions all conspire to
make reliable recognition difficult. Previous methods have
approached the problem as a ground-up classification task,

in which a network is trained from scratch. A problem
with this approach is that training the network from scratch
requires a large labelled training dataset; Thus far, these
have been proprietary and not released publicly. Here we
study whether the problem can be made more accessible by
making use of Scene Text Recognition (STR) systems, pre-
trained on more general large-scale synthetic and text-in-
the-wild datasets. We assess performance when using these
systems out of the box and when first fine-tuning on a mod-
est jersey number dataset. We also assess how well such
a system can generalize across sports, and very different
camera geometries, with or without additional fine-tuning,
and how best to aggregate image-level recognition to label
tracklets comprised of many frames.

A foundation of this research is a novel hockey jersey
number dataset. It consists of hockey player images col-
lected from university-level hockey games recorded from a
stationary camera as well as hockey player images from the
McGill NHL public tracking dataset[1, 31]. The dataset has
been manually annotated with the correct jersey number if it
is legible by human eyes and a flag to indicate it is illegible
otherwise.

In summary, our main contributions are:
• A novel image-level dataset for hockey jersey number

recognition.
• A high-performance pipeline for detection, localization

and frame-level recognition of jersey numbers.
• An analysis of how well this pipeline can generalize

across sports, camera geometries and frame- vs tracklet-
level jersey number recognition, with and without fine-
tuning.

2. Related Work

2.1. Jersey Number Recognition

The problem of jersey number recognition has been posed
as image-level recognition [6, 17, 19, 20, 25] as well as
tracklet-level recognition [4, 7, 26, 27]. Some methods de-
tect and localize the jersey number region and then classify
the numbers [17, 19, 20], while others assume that the im-
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age region containing the jersey number has already been
cropped [6, 12, 25].

Progress on this problem has been slowed by the lack of
large public datasets that can be used to compare methods.
This is now starting to be addressed with the 2023 release
of the SoccerNet Jersey Number dataset [2, 9].

2.1.1 Image-level Jersey Number Recognition

Gerke et al. [12] and Li et al. [17] were among the first to
apply CNN-based classification approaches to image-level
jersey number recognition, and CNNs have been the dom-
inant approach since this time. Liu et al. [19, 20] demon-
strated the utility of body pose detection to improve clas-
sification with Faster R-CNN [22] and Mask R-CNN [16]
architectures, respectively.

Vats et al. [25] demonstrated that multi-task training of
a network on both holistic and digit-wise number classifica-
tion results in better performance than a network trained on
either task alone. They made use of a large, labelled dataset
but unfortunately it has not been made public. Also, despite
its size, the training dataset does not include all possible
jersey numbers and the system cannot generalize to other
numbers. Bhargavi et al. [6] employed a similar approach
but pre-trained using synthetic data and then fine-tuned on
a small, labelled dataset of real images.

Nady et al. [21] and Chen et al. [8] explored using
scene text detection and scene text recognition for jersey
number recognition using CRAFT [3]. Although they show
promising results, applying scene text detection involves
fine-tuning text detector on jersey number bounding boxes.
Thus, requiring additional annotation effort.

2.1.2 Tracklet-level Jersey Number Recognition

The visibility of a player’s jersey number in video frames
is often compromised due to motion blur and the player’s
position relative to the camera. In many instances, a player
can be obscured by others, leading to multiple jersey num-
bers appearing in the same image. Identifying and pinpoint-
ing the jersey number of interest within a player’s sequence
of frames is a key step for recognizing jersey numbers at
the tracklet level. Vats et al. [25] approach this by first
classifying frames in each player’s tracklet as legible or il-
legible. They then use only legible images to classify the
number. On the other hand, Balaji et al. [4] propose a
keyframe identification module that detects jersey numbers
and filters out outliers (number detections that don’t belong
to the player in question or are too blurry for the recognition
task). They use a jersey number detector and histogram-
based features to detect and localize jersey numbers. How-
ever, the specifics regarding any additional data or annota-
tions used to fine-tune their detector remain unclear. In our
work, we take a similar approach to identify relevant images

first. Instead of relying on hand-crafted histogram-based
features, our method utilizes features derived from a person
re-identification network to filter out distractions, such as
other players blocking the main subject. Similarly to [25],
we then apply a classifier to determine if the image contains
legible numbers. Our approach is simple and shows supe-
rior performance on a challenging SoccerNet dataset.

For jersey number recognition at the tracklet level, there
is an opportunity to integrate information across frames for
better reliability. Chan et al. [7] and Balaji et al. [4] em-
ployed an LSTM while Vats et al. [27] used a temporal
convolutional network to aggregate information over time.
Vats et al. [26] have also explored the use of transform-
ers for tracklet-level jersey number recognition within the
multi-task approach introduced in [25]. They also make use
of prior knowledge about the roster of players on the ice.

Most prior approaches treat jersey number recognition
as a specialized classification problem requiring the de-
sign and training of a dedicated classification network. In
contrast, we propose to explore a system based upon a
more generally trained scene text recognition (STR) model,
which will allow our approach to take advantage of progres-
sive improvements in STR technology, adapt to different
scenarios with little or no fine-tuning, and handle all pos-
sible jersey numbers, instead of being restricted to numbers
that happen to be in the training dataset. In contrast to previ-
ously proposed jersey number STR approaches [8, 21] our
method does not require jersey number bounding box an-
notations. As in [19, 20], we take advantage of body pose
detection to localize the jersey number. As in [25] we use
a weak-labelling strategy to generalize from image-level to
tracklet-level annotation. But in contrast to prior tracklet-
level approaches [7, 25, 27] we explore much simpler meth-
ods for integrating information across frames, demonstrat-
ing competitive results.

2.2. Scene Text Recognition

Scene Text Recognition (STR) is the task of recognizing
text that occurs in the built environment (e.g., addresses, re-
tail signs. traffic signs, license plates etc.). Several large
datasets containing both synthetic and real data have been
made available to train STR models. The current state-
of-the-art model PARSeq [5] uses an encoder and decoder
architecture in addition to a learned language model. It
shows high performance on several challenging real-world
datasets that include character occlusions, diverse orienta-
tions and varied illumination. Due to the lack of image-level
jersey number datasets, STR has not previously been trained
or evaluated on the jersey number recognition task. Here
we explore how PARSeq can be integrated into a pipeline
for jersey number recognition with and without fine-tuning.

3. Method
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Figure 1. Pipeline of image-level jersey number detection and recognition.

3.1. Overview

To solve the jersey number recognition problem at the im-
age level we introduce a simple yet very effective pipeline
that detects, localizes and recognizes a jersey number of a
player. We then extend this pipeline to tracklet-level jer-
sey number recognition by addressing challenges specific to
that task: filtering out distractors and combining image pre-
dictions into a single tracklet-level prediction. We describe
all these components in detail in subsequent sections.

3.1.1 Image-level Task

Figure 1 shows an overview of our image-level jersey num-
ber recognition pipeline. In typical sports video, a jersey
number is visible in only a minority of images. Thus, the
first step in jersey number recognition is to identify in which
frames the number is visible and legible. To perform this
first task, we employ a binary CNN classifier based on an
ImageNet[23] pre-trained ResNet34[15] model, fine-tuned
on our new hockey dataset in which each player crop has
been labelled as legible or illegible. To estimate a bounding
box around the jersey number we employ a body pose de-
tector and use the estimated pose keypoints to crop out the
player’s torso region. To classify a jersey number within
this bounding box we employ the state-of-the-art STR sys-
tem PARSeq [5] fine-tuned on a small number of hockey
jersey number images.

3.1.2 Tracklet-level Task

To extend the above pipeline to the tracklet level (Fig.
6), we first use main subject filtering methods to identify
frames that contain unoccluded players of interest. As in
the image pipeline, we then employ our legibility classifier,
followed by pose estimation to detect and localize jersey
numbers. Finally, we use STR to recognize jersey numbers
on each legible and unoccluded frame before aggregating
image-level results over the entire tracklet.

3.2. Datasets

To explore generalization across different sports, camera
geometries, and image- vs tracklet-level classification, we
employ two datasets: Our own novel image-level hockey
dataset and the recently-released tracklet-level SoccerNet
soccer dataset [9]. For both datasets, reliable jersey num-
ber recognition is challenging due to diversity in illumina-
tion, occlusions, motion blur, pose variations and material
deformations.

(a) Hockey Dataset (b) SoccerNet Dataset

Figure 2. Sample images from Hockey and SoccerNet datasets.

3.2.1 Hockey

To address the lack of publicly available image-level jersey
number datasets, we introduce a new hockey jersey number
dataset. We draw images from two sources:
• University Hockey - player images from 9 different

games recorded with a stationary camera.
• McGill Hockey Player Tracking Dataset [1, 31] - player

images from 8 different NHL games from broadcast
videos.
Note, that the camera geometries are very different.

While the University dataset is recorded with a fixed wide-
field camera covering the whole rink, the McGill dataset
is broadcast video, in which the camera zoom varies but
is typically much more zoomed-in than for the university
dataset. For both datasets, there is a lot of motion blur
and partial occlusion. The university hockey images are es-
pecially challenging: A single camera device captures the
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Part Legibility Jersey Number
legible total

Train 4,706 94,036 3,531
Validation 923 14,138 233
Test 2,158 24,809 486
Total 7,787 132,983 4,250

Table 1. Hockey Dataset: number of labelled images by partition
and annotation type.

whole rink and there is no pan and zoom, so player images
are typically of lower resolution and jersey numbers are
harder to decipher. To make a more diverse hockey dataset
we combine images from both the university and NHL into
a single labelled image-level jersey number dataset. The
data is available from https://github.com/mkoshkina/jersey-
number-pipeline.

The hockey image-level dataset consists of cropped
player images and has two types of annotation: legibility
and jersey number. Player images were labelled as legible
if the annotator could be certain of the jersey number. For
jersey number recognition we used only a subset of these
legible images to avoid excessive duplication of the same
number. These images are labelled with a jersey number.
We partitioned the data into training (10 games), validation
(1 game) and test (6 games) - Table 1 details how this breaks
down in terms of number of labelled images. Sample im-
ages from the dataset are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of jersey numbers for
training and test. There are 54 unique jersey numbers in
the training set and 25 in the test set. Two numbers in the
test set do not appear in the training set.

3.2.2 Soccer

In early 2023, SoccerNet [9] released the Jersey Number
Recognition dataset and challenge [2], making it the first
large public jersey number recognition dataset. This dataset
consists of a collection of player tracklets and contains
tracklet-level annotation. The dataset is partitioned into
training, test and challenge, with a total of 4,064 tracklets.
The average length of tracklets is 482 frames. Table 2 con-
tains dataset statistics and Figure 2 shows sample images.
During our experiments we discovered a flaw in the annota-
tions: it includes tracklets for a soccer ball with the label of
jersey number ”1”. We added a component to our pipeline
to identify soccer ball detections based on the average di-
mensions of the soccer ball images in the training set.

There are 55 unique jersey numbers in the training and
test partitions and the test set contains 10 numbers that do
not appear in the training partition. Figure 4 shows their
distribution.

Train Test Challenge Total
Tracklets 1,427 1,211 1,426 4,064
Images 733K 564.5K 748.6K 2,046K

Table 2. SoccerNet Jersey Number Dataset.

3.3. Image-level Task

3.3.1 Detection and Localization

A jersey number is typically only visible and legible on a
fraction of the frames. To filter out images with illegible
numbers we train a binary classifier to identify player im-
ages as either legible (has a visible and decipherable jersey
number) or illegible. Since jersey numbers are located on
the torso of the player, we utilize a pose estimator to ex-
tract the torso region. This approach is simpler than train-
ing a dedicated jersey number detector because it does not
require time-consuming jersey number bounding box anno-
tation. Instead, it relies on a simple legible/illegible binary
label and an off-the-shelf pose estimation network.

For our legibility classifier we employ a ResNet34 [15]
model pre-trained on ImageNet [23] and fine-tune it on
our binary hockey legibility dataset. Our hockey legibil-
ity dataset is highly imbalanced with only 5% of images
labelled as legible. Although this reflects the true distribu-
tion, our experiments showed that using a balanced train-
ing dataset improved classifier performance. Therefore, we
train with a balanced subset consisting of all legible im-
ages and an equal number of randomly selected illegible
images. Test results are reported on the original imbalanced
test data.

We train our binary legibility classifier for 20 epochs
with a starting learning rate of 0.001 and momentum of
0.9. To improve the generalizability of our classifier we use
Sharpness-Aware Minimization (SAM) [11] with SGD. We
provide a careful ablation study of legibility model choice,
as well as model generalizability analysis in Section 4.

We localize jersey number on the player image by ex-
tracting body pose keypoints using off-the-shelf body pose
detector ViTPose[30] trained on MS COCO[18]. We then
crop a rectangle defined by shoulder and hip joints padded
by 5 pixels on the left, right, and bottom. A sample of the
resulting crops from our hockey dataset is shown in Fig-
ure 5.

3.3.2 Recognition

Jersey number recognition is a specific case of Scene Text
Recognition (STR). Recent STR models show very good
performance recognizing text in the wild. We fine-tune
leading STR model PARSeq [5] to recognize jersey num-
bers. PARSeq is trained on a collection of synthetic
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Figure 3. Hockey Dataset jersey number distribution.
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Figure 4. SoccerNet Dataset jersey number distribution.

Figure 5. Sample jersey number crops automatically extracted
from player images.

and real-world datasets including SynthText[14], COCO-
Text[28], and TextOCR[24] (refer to [5] for a full list of
training datasets.) There are several advantages to rely-
ing on the existing STR model for this task. It has been
pre-trained on a vast number of images containing alphanu-

meric strings. It performs reasonably well on jersey number
recognition tasks without any fine-tuning. Performance is
further improved by fine-tuning on relatively small amount
of jersey number data (see Table 1). Due to its token-
processing nature, the model can predict jersey numbers
that were not present in the training set, making it better
suited to real-world applications. We fine-tune the model on
legible jersey number crops from the hockey dataset for 25
epochs, limiting label length to 2 and using default PARSeq
training settings.

Our proposed pipeline is simple, yet it outperforms pre-
vious methods. In the future, it can also benefit from ad-
vances in STR methods.

3.4. Tracklet-level Task

We adapt our image-level pipeline to the tracklet level by
introducing two additional steps: main subject filtering and
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Figure 6. Pipeline of tracklet-level jersey number detection and recognition.

jersey number prediction consolidation.

3.4.1 Main Subject Filtering

The SoccerNet dataset contains tracklets where the main
subject is often occluded by other players. When the jer-
sey number of the occluding player is visible it can affect
both legibility and number predictions for the tracklet. This
renders images where the main subject is occluded or mul-
tiple players are visible problematic. We study whether fil-
tering out frames in which the main subject appears to be
occluded can improve tracklet-level classification. To this
end, we employ the Centroid-ReID [29] network trained on
the Market1501 dataset [32] to extract a visual feature vec-
tor for each image in a tracklet. We fit an isotropic Gaussian
to these vectors, and then exclude as outliers any images for
which the feature vector lies more than N standard devia-
tions from the mean. This process is repeated K times. In
our experiments, this method leads to better overall results.
Parameters for N and K were determined by grid search and
cross-validation on a held out 30% subset of the training set
tracklets. We found the optimal parameters to be K = 3,
N = 3.5. Note, that the method is unsupervised; there are
no labels for the main subject in the tracklet. We evalu-
ate its performance based on its impact on the tracklet-level
recognition task. Experiments show that this method leads
to a boost in performance on the SoccerNet dataset (Section
4).

3.4.2 Detection and Localization

Extending our legibility classifier to the tracklet-level Soc-
cerNet jersey recognition task is complicated by the lack of
frame-by-frame labels. To overcome this barrier, we derive
weak pseudo-labels from the tracklet-level annotations. We

Ground Truth
2 digit 1 digit

Prediction 2 digit 40% 7%
1 digit 48% 5%

Table 3. Confusion matrix of STR predictions with regard to one-
or two-digit jersey numbers.

derive a set of positive (legible) pseudo-label instances by
running our hockey-trained legibility classifier on the im-
ages within legible tracklets (tracklets with jersey number
labels) and extracting instances deemed legible. Negatives
are drawn from random images from illegible tracklets. We
train the legibility classifier network using these pseudo-
labels. At inference, a tracklet is deemed legible if it con-
tains one or more images classified as legible.

3.4.3 Recognition

To fine-tune STR for the tracklet-level SoccerNet dataset we
construct a weakly-labelled text recognition dataset based
on tracklet-level data. In particular, we run our legibility
classifier on all images in legible tracklets (tracklets with a
jersey number label) and use these as pseudo-ground truth
for fine-tuning.

At inference, we run the fine-tuned STR model on all im-
ages deemed legible in the tracklet. The result is a series of
predicted jersey number labels: one for each legible image
in the tracklet.

3.4.4 Prediction Consolidation

We investigated two distinct approaches to consolidating in-
dividual image predictions into a tracklet-level prediction:
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Figure 7. Example of images where only one digit out of the two
is visible. First row: true label 44, predicted 4. Second row: true
label 34, predicted 3.

One heuristic and one probabilistic. An important consider-
ation when approaching this problem is the potential confu-
sion between one- and two-digit jersey numbers. Two-digit
jersey numbers are roughly twice as frequent as one-digit
numbers in the SoccerNet dataset. Due to occlusions and
variations in player pose, only one digit may be visible even
when the jersey number consists of two digits (Figure 7).
As a result, STR confusion regarding the number of digits
in the jersey number is overwhelmingly due to mistaking a
2-digit number for a 1-digit number (Table 3).
Heuristic consolidation: In our heuristic approach, we
compute the tracklet-level prediction using a confidence-
weighted majority vote of legible images. If the sum of
confidences over frames is below a threshold, the tracklet is
marked illegible. When some of the images in the tracklet
are predicted to have two digits and others to have a single
digit, we down-weight votes for one-digit numbers. Both
of these measures provide a small boost to overall perfor-
mance.
Probabilistic consolidation: In our probabilistic approach,
we consider the one or two digits of the jersey number sep-
arately. For each position in the string, the STR system out-
puts a vector of length K + 1 where K is the number of
characters in the language and there is an additional special
character that indicates the end of the string. This vector
represents predicted probabilities for each of the characters
in the language being in this specific position in the string.
For our jersey number prediction maximum string length is
2 and K = 10. Therefore, STR outputs 2 vectors of length
11. We assume a uniform prior over digits 0-9. Only 39% of
numbers in our dataset are single-digit. We incorporate this
bias into prior probability of seeing ’end-of-string’ charac-
ter in the 2nd position.

To address the (typical) overconfidence of the STR
network, we apply a standard temperature scaling algo-
rithm [13] to recalibrate these confidences to better reflect
true posterior probabilities. We denote the likelihoods as
p (In|dj = k) of observing image In given the existence of

Method Dataset Size Accuracy
Li et al. [17] 12,746 86.7%
Liu et al. [19] 3,567 90.4%
Vats et al. [25] 54,251 89.6%
Bhargavi et al. [6] 3,000 89.3%
Ours 4,250 91.4%

Table 4. Previously reported results on image-level jersey number
recognition task.

Model Accuracy
Holistic Classifier (ResNet34) 48.1%
Multi-Task Classifier (ResNet34) [25] 65.2%
PARSeq (out-of-the-box) [5] 85.4%
Ours: PARSeq (fine-tuned on hockey) 91.4%

Table 5. Performance of jersey number recognition models on our
hockey dataset.

Test: Hockey Test: Soccer
Original 85.40% 80.51%
Fine-tune: Hockey 91.40% 83.90%
Fine-tune: Soccer 65.84% 87.45%

Table 6. Generalizability of the PARSeq STR model on hockey
and soccer datasets with and without fine-tuning.

character k in position j with prior of p (dj = k). Assum-
ing conditional independence over time, we compute the
sum of log-likelihoods for each digit position over all legi-
ble images in the tracklet:

p (dj = k| {In}) =
∑
n∈Nl

(log p (In|dj = k)+

log p (dj = k))

(1)

where Nl is the set of legible images in the tracklet.
The predicted value of digit j is then

argmaxk p (dj = k| {In}).

4. Results and Analysis
4.1. Image-Level Task

Our ResNet34[15] legibility classifier performs at 94.5%
accuracy with F1-score of 71.7% on our hockey test set. We
also evaluated a fine-tuned visual transformer model [10]
(See Table 7) but found that, while it performs better when
tested on the same dataset it was trained on, ResNet34[15]
shows better results in generalizing to the new domain.

We evaluate jersey number recognition on image-level
annotations for our hockey dataset considering only legible
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Model H → H H → S S → S S → H
Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1

ResNet18 [15] 94.8% 71.4% 90.58% 93.0% 91.71% 94.15% 91.9% 65.3%
ResNet34 [15] 94.5% 71.7% 91.09% 93.7% 91.71% 94.17% 92.8% 63.2%
ViT [10] 94.8% 72.9% 86.9% 90.5% 90.75% 93.6% 92.6% 58.3%

Table 7. Performance comparison of three deep architectures for our legibility classifier. We examine how well different models generalize
from (TrainingDataset) → (TestingDataset) and report both accuracy and F1 scores. Accuracy for Soccer is calculated at the
tracklet level (a tracklet is deemed legible if it contains one or more legible images).

Consolidation Full No Bias No Bias, No Threshold No Filtering
Probabilistic 85.22%(↓ 2.23%) 85.05%(↓ 2.40%) - -
Heuristic 87.45% 86.79%(↓ 0.66%) 85.38%(↓ 2.07%) 84.56%(↓ 2.89%)

Table 8. Ablation analysis of our soccer pipeline. We consider heuristic or probabilistic consolidation methods, with or without biasing
toward two-digit jersey numbers. For the heuristic merthod we also evaluate the effect of placing a threshold on the sum of confidences.
Final column shows the performance of the heuristic method with no main subject filtering. The results are on SoccerNet test set.

Method Test Acc Challenge Acc
Gerke et al [12] 32.57% 35.79%
Vats et al [25] 46.73% 49.88%
Li et al [17] 47.85% 50.60%
Vats et al [26] 52.91% 58.45%
Balaji et al [4] 68.53% 73.77%
Ours 87.45% 79.31%

Table 9. Tracklet-level jersey number recognition performance on
the SoccerNet Test and Challenge partitions. Results for other
methods are cited from [4].

images and achieve an accuracy of 91.4%. Table 4 shows
a comparison with methods previously reported in the liter-
ature. As a baseline, we evaluated both a ResNet34-based
classifier trained on our data to predict a label 1-99, as well
as the multi-task system described in [25] that uses a holis-
tic classifier and digit-wise classifier heads. As with the
results reported in [25], this multi-task training yields better
results, but due to our small training set we see much lower
performance than Vats et al. [25] reported. Without any
fine-tuning PARSeq [5] trained on multiple synthetic and
real scene text datasets achieves an accuracy of 85.4% on
our hockey image-level dataset. The performance further
improves with fine-tuning illustrating that the use of STR
in the jersey number recognition pipeline is an appropriate
choice (Table 5).

4.2. Tracklet-Level Task

To evaluate recognition on the tracklet-level SoccerNet
dataset we use the evaluation protocol followed in the Soc-
cerNet Jersey Number Recognition Challenge. We evaluate

the accuracy of tracklet-level labelling in which each track-
let may be comprised of both legible and illegible frames.
Using the full pipeline with a legibility classifier and fine-
tuned PARSeq model we achieve an accuracy of 87.45%
on the SoccerNet test set and 79.31% on the challenge set.
Table 9 shows the results of our method compared to pre-
viously published on this dataset. Perhaps, due to the com-
plexity of the hockey dataset, the PARSeq model performs
better on soccer when trained on hockey than vice versa
(Table 6).

In Table 8 we present the results of several ablations. In
particular, we demonstrate the effect of main subject filter-
ing as well as different options for prediction consolidation.
Our best results are achieved using the heuristic consolida-
tion approach.

5. Conclusions & Future Work
We have introduced a robust pipeline designed for jersey
number recognition at both image and tracklet levels. Our
system outperforms previously reported results while re-
quiring minimum fine-tuning. It generalizes exceptionally
well to new jersey numbers as well as from one sport to
another.

Furthermore, in an effort to foster continued research and
development in this domain, we have introduced a novel
dataset for image-level recognition of hockey jersey num-
bers.

Looking ahead, we envision integrating jersey number
recognition into player tracking. This integration has the
potential to significantly enhance player tracking systems,
providing richer and more comprehensive data for sports
analytics and improving overall performance in player mon-
itoring and analysis.
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